Young Liberals Election 2021

Arthur Wu
For
BAME Officer

WHO AM I ?
I’m Arthur, the incumbent President of Royal Holloway
Liberal Democrats. In this role, I am responsible for the
constitutional running and administration of the
Society. Under my leadership, the Society has become
more diverse and progressive. I have successfully
recruited 19 new members of which five new members
are from ethnic minority backgrounds. As a member of
an ethnic minority group, I have experienced racial
discrimination in the past, and I understand that there
is a necessity to address and to counterattack racism.

CREATE A BAME MEMBERS'
DATABASE

SOCIAL EVENTS AND TALKS TO PROMOTE
MULTICULTURALISM

Since YL and our Party don't have that In order to improve the engagement between YL
and its BAME members, I aim to organize more
much information on our BAME YL
members, it is difficult for us to reach social events (such as a virtual mid-Autumn
them and to identify what they wish Festival Party) and talks (such as Black History
YL could do to achieve racial equality. Month discussions) to create a welcoming
environment for everyone regardless of their
Creating a database for BAME
racial, cultural and religious background. I would
members doesn't only help YL to
also support any BAME member to organize any
understand them more, but it also
event to celebrate their cultures and traditions.
helps our Party to improve the
engagement problems with BAME
voters, which are listed in the
Alderdice Review.
PROTEST MARCHES AGAINST STOP-AND-

MONTHLY CONSULTATION
SESSIONS

SEARCH POLICY (POST-LOCKDOWN)

In the wake of Black Lives Matter, the problems of
the abuse of power and the institutional racism in
the police are raised up once again. As a strong
I would organize monthly consultation
critic of the Stop-and-Search policy, I pledge to YL
sessions to encourage our fellow
to launch a nationwide protest campaign when
BAME members to give us feedback,
the lockdown restrictions are lifted to pressure the
and also to provide support to them.
government to abandon this policy permanently.
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more diverse and progressive. I have successfully
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discrimination in the past, and I understand that there
is a necessity to address and to counterattack racism.

CREATE A BAME MEMBERS' DATABASE
Since YL and our Party don't have that much information on our BAME YL members, it is difficult for
us to reach them and to identify what they wish YL could do to achieve racial equality. Creating a
database for BAME members doesn't only help YL to understand them more, but it also helps our
Party to improve the engagement problems with BAME voters, which are listed in the Alderdice
Review.

SOCIAL EVENTS AND TALKS TO PROMOTE MULTICULTURALISM In order to improve the engagement
between YL and its BAME members, I aim to organize more social events (such as a virtual midAutumn Festival Party) and talks (such as Black History Month discussions) to create a welcoming
environment for everyone regardless of their racial, cultural and religious background. I would also
support any BAME member to organize any event to celebrate their cultures and traditions.

MONTHLY CONSULTATION SESSIONS I would organize monthly consultation sessions to encourage
our fellow BAME members to give us feedback, and also to provide support to them.

PROTEST MARCHES AGAINST STOP-ANDSEARCH POLICY (POST-LOCKDOWN) In the wake of Black
Lives Matter, the problems of the abuse of power and the institutional racism in the police are raised
up once again. As a strong critic of the Stop-and-Search policy, I pledge to YL to launch a nationwide
protest campaign when the lockdown restrictions are lifted to pressure the government to abandon
this policy permanently.

